
Meeting Minutes:  PSAP Roundtable  
 

Date & Time: Tuesday October 8th, 2019 1000-1200  

Location: Metropolitan Emergency Services Board (MESB)  
  2099 University Ave W 
  St. Paul, MN 55104 
 
Host contact:   Kari Morrissey 763-324-4758  
 
Agenda Items: 
 

1. Introductions; Kari Morrissey, Cheryl Pritzlaff, Lauren Peterson, Heidi Hieserich, Heidi Meyer, 
Sheri Stevens, Kaila Parrott, Dan Klawitter, Bill Anderson, Candy Capra and Bobby Adney 

2. Additions, changes to the agenda 
3. Training (new employee and continuing ed.) 

a. Current in-service opportunities;  
 Airport is hosting a class “The End of the Line: Your Role in Suicide Intervention. 
 The class will be held at the Airport Emergency Communication Center on 
 December 5, 2019. They currently have 15 registered but have room for more. 
 The class is posted in Basecamp with additional information.  
 
 Airport is currently hosting an APCO CTO course. Once a dispatcher is certified,  
 they re-certify every 2 years by taking an on-line test. Dakota County was the 
 only agency present that requires training certification for their CTOs. 

b. Metro curriculum change/maintenance process;  
 The group reviewed the curriculum updates that will be presented to the TOC. 
 The changes were agreed upon along with adding language regarding RTT (Real 
 Time Text). The goal is to have the curriculum review committee meet 
 quarterly in 2020. An ideal time would be before or after the PSAP Roundtable 
 meeting.  
 
 The group agreed to change some terminology in the curriculum. The idea is to 
 follow the national PSAP reference and base titles off of that.  
 ECP (Emergency Communications Professional) will be changed to PSCS (Public 
 Safety Communications Specialist) 
 ECC (Emergency Communications Center) will be changed to PSCC (Public 
 Safety Communications Center) 
 
 The NENA call processing standard which is referenced in the update was 
 discussed in more detail. Dakota County is currently in training for EFD with 
 Priority Dispatch. They already do EMD. Prior to EFD, Dakota County had their 
 own protocols that a group of fire chiefs had written up for specific questions to 
 ask on certain fire events. Airport uses the Power Phone protocol software 



 which is more customizable than Priority Dispatch, however Priority Dispatch 
 has become less rigid in the last two versions.  

c. CTO training/roundtable discussion update; 
 Washington County hosted the last CTO meeting. Nicole Cardinal said there 
 were 10-15 CTOs in attendance. Feedback was positive.  

d. General training questions, updates, etc.; 
 MESB is using grant money to host a NENA class “Customer Service Takes 
 Seconds Saves Minutes”. The class is October 24th. Each metro PSAP had an 
 opportunity to send two dispatchers. There is no cost to the PSAPs.  
 
 State Patrol has recent in-house training that was wellness focused. They had a 
 dietician/nutritionist come talk to their group. Sheri said the speaker was 
 excellent and the dispatchers enjoyed the training. She’ll post the information 
 on their speaker to Basecamp. State also has therapy dogs coming into dispatch 
 at various hours. The dogs are well received. State has a speaker scheduled for 
 the end of this month for their supervisor team. The speaker will talk about EAP 
 and resilience. This will help their supervisors better understand what’s 
 available to them as well as the dispatchers.  
 
 This group would like to see metro wide training in 2020 that focuses on 
 Leadership, Customer Service and Wellness/Resiliency. There was discussion on 
 grant money for resiliency and wellness training and two possible avenues.  

4. Standards 
5. Events and exercises (plans, meetings, 205’s, impact on operations); 

 Ramsey county has a planned evacuation exercise on October 10th and October 13th, 
 2019. October 10th, they will staff their ECC like normal and have a group of dispatchers 
 and supervisors at their backup center. Century Link will transfer administration lines 
 from the ECC to the backup center to make sure it works. On October 13th, they will 
 transfer their 911 lines using the PAD to Dakota County and have Dakota county transfer 
 them to their backup center. Both days, they’ll make a few calls to make sure it’s 
 working before resuming normal operations.  

6. PSAP technical updates and info (CAD, radio, phone and other systems); 
 Ramsey County updated technology to allow dispatchers to access the different 
 operating systems using only 1 mouse and 1 keyboard. The mouse points to the monitor 
 that it will operate on. They’ve had mixed reviews from their dispatchers. Hennepin EMS 
 uses this also. They originally had issues with the mouse speed being too fast. Once they 
 slowed down the mouse speed, their dispatchers liked it better. Operates over multiple 
 PCs. You can purchase an LED option for each monitor.  
 
 The was discussion regarding the Viper phone system running on Windows 7 after end 
 of life. Intrado states they have an agreement with Microsoft that they will continue to 
 support Windows 7 after end of life. There’s a concern that this could be a security issue 
 if Intrado doesn’t upgrade to Windows 10.  

7. QA/QI – general updates, questions, etc.; 
 Airport is researching the Denise Amber Lee QA program. The calls are put into a shared 
 location for the private part to access and QA. They work with you on the front end so 
 you agree with what the evaluation will look like. They will implement from that 
 discussion. Airport does not QA radio traffic.  



  
 Ramsey County does live radio QAs. They have their supervisors listen to an hour of 
 radio traffic per dispatch per month. Bobby will share the form that they use on 
 Basecamp.   

8. PSAP operational updates and information (management, staffing, schedules, major changes) – 
 around the table updates from each agency; 
 Ramsey county had a train the trainer class which covered various training methods and 
 evaluations. They have implemented a CTO evaluation form. At the end of every work 
 week the trainee is given 30 minutes off the floor to fill out the form. The form is 3 
 pages with ratings from 1 – 5. They are then submitted to the training supervisor. After 
 training is complete, the training supervisor will review the notes and meet with the 
 CTO. This is a new program. They are considering waiting until 2-3 trainees have had 
 the same CTO so that it’s not so obvious which trainee said what.   
 
 Hennepin EMS had a busy summer. They are struggling with available space in the 
 dispatch center. They have 6 consoles and minimums are 5 so they can’t train 
 property. They end up having to spread out training by sending them out into the field 
 which isn’t ideal.  
 
 Dakota County is currenting training on EFD with Priority Dispatch. They will go-live 
 November 5th. They purchased the Aladtec scheduling software. They have purchased 
 Guardian Tracking software. It’s under $1000 a year and you’re able to track 
 compliments, complaints, coaching issues, evaluations, etc. It’s an electronic employee 
 file of sorts. If something is added to an employee’s file, they get an email notification 
 also. Airport uses this software also and likes it. The software was developed to track 
 the “goods” too and not just the bad. This software sends a monthly report also, so 
 you know who’s using it.  
  
 Metro transit has purchased the Solacom phone system which will allow them to 
 receive 911 calls directly. Their go-live is schedule for November 13th. The equipment is 
 all on site and they are working on installation. If they aren’t ready by their go-live date 
 it will likely be pushed off until after the holidays.  
 
 Airport had a recent hiring posting close on Friday. They have switched to Criticall 
 testing from ErgoMetrics. They’re testing took 4 hours in the past so using Criticall will 
 allow them to send a test link so that candidates have the option of testing at a location 
 of their choosing. The candidate will take a confirmatory test on site prior to the 
 interview. They’re still working on updating their public safety interior addresses with in 
 the airport. Field Ops is in the implementation stage. They have in-service training 
 scheduled in November.  
 
 Anoka has a new dispatcher class starting October 14th. They’ve been approved for 8 
 additional dispatcher positions (4 in 2019 and 4 in 2020). They’re working on filling 
 those positions. Space is an issue at their dispatch center. They’re looking to move to a 
 new area.  
 
 State Patrol has a posting for dispatchers open right now.  
  



 The group discussed a dispatcher “exchange” program of sorts. There’d be a 
 questionnaire that the dispatcher would take along to the visiting dispatch center. The 
 goal would be like what the CTO Roundtable offers to CTOs. It’s getting to know  other 
 dispatchers and understanding how their centers operate. Knowing why other  centers 
 ask what they ask on transfers, etc. It can give the dispatcher the bigger picture  and 
 help us to all work better together. Candy already had a similar project started so 
 she’ll look at her documents.  
  

9. Meeting calendar 2020 / Location?  
 January 7th, 2020  

  April 7th, 2020 
  July 7th, 2020 
  October 6th, 2020  
  


